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CONSTRUCTION ASSET TAGGING
PROCESS

Simplified Asset Tagging for
the Construction Sector

Effortless access to essential asset information is the
linchpin of efficient construction operations. When it
comes to asset tagging, you need a partner with
extensive industry experience and a deep
understanding of current standards. At The Tagging
Team, we've been industry experts for over 5 years.
We specialise in asset tagging, ensuring your
construction assets are meticulously tagged and
ready for streamlined management

Contact Us: enquiries@thetaggingteam.com | +44 7717 382701

STEP 1
Identifying
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STEP 2
Choosing
RFID Tags

We begin by conducting a thorough inventory assessment to
determine which assets and equipment need RFID tagging. This
includes everything from tools and machinery to vehicles and other
vital items crucial to the construction process.

We carefully select the appropriate RFID tags for our client's assets,
considering factors such as the type of asset, environmental
conditions, and the required read range.

Our team sets up RFID readers and necessary infrastructure at
strategic locations on the construction site or within the facility. These
readers will communicate with the RFID tags on our client's assets.

We attach RFID tags securely to the identified assets, ensuring that
they can withstand the rigours of construction activities without being
easily damaged.

Each RFID tag is meticulously programmed with unique identifiers or
serial numbers. This information forms the backbone of our asset
tracking and management system.

Our experts implement RFID asset management software and
configure it to seamlessly communicate with our RFID readers. We
create a robust database to store asset information, including tag IDs,
asset details, maintenance records, and location data.

We conduct comprehensive testing to guarantee that the RFID system
operates flawlessly. This includes verifying tag readability, data
accuracy, and real-time tracking capabilities.

If our client's construction company already employs other
management systems, such as inventory management or maintenance
tracking, we ensure seamless integration with the RFID system for
efficient data sharing and reporting.

Our team provides thorough training to our client's staff, empowering
them to use the RFID system effectively. This includes training on
tagging assets, operating RFID readers, and utilizing the asset
management software.

We work closely with our client to develop and implement asset
tracking procedures that incorporate RFID technology into their daily
operations. This encompasses routine asset checks and keeping the
asset database up to date as assets move or change status.

Our dedicated team continuously monitors the RFID system's
performance and promptly addresses any issues or necessary
adjustments. We emphasise regular updates to the asset database with
maintenance records and location changes.

By leveraging the data collected by our RFID system, we help our client
gain valuable insights into asset utilisation, maintenance schedules,
and overall operational efficiency. Data-driven decisions become the
cornerstone of process optimisation.

As our client's construction business grows, we assist in expanding the
RFID system to cover more assets or additional construction sites. We
ensure that the infrastructure and software can scale to meet their
needs.

At regular intervals, we evaluate the return on investment (ROI) of the
RFID asset tagging system. We calculate cost savings, increased
efficiency, and reduced asset losses to demonstrate the tangible
benefits our system brings to our client's bottom line.

We will correct to your satisfaction, and at our expense, any problem
with our services, no matter when such a problem comes to light.


